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ON PROPERTIES OF ROSENTHAL COMPACTA

WITOLD MARCISZEWSKI

(Communicated by Dennis Burke)

Abstract. A compact space K is a Rosenthal compactum if K can be embed-

ded in the space B\ (P) of the first Baire class functions on P , the irrationals,

endowed with the pointwise topology. We show that if L is compact, CP(L)

(the space of continuous real-valued functions on L with the pointwise topol-

ogy) is a continuous image of CP(K) and K is a Rosenthal compactum, then

L is also. We prove that in some subclass of Rosenthal compacta (compacta

consisting of the first Baire class functions with countable supports) the count-

able chain condition implies separability. We also show that compacta from

this class possess a certain covering property hereditarily.

1. Introduction

In this paper we show (§3) that if Tí is a Rosenthal compactum and L is a

compact space such that the function space CP(L) is a continuous image of the

space CP(K), then L is also a Rosenthal compactum (see §2 for the definitions).

A similar result holds for these function spaces with the weak topology. This

extends some results of Godefroy [Go] and the author [Ma3].

Next we consider a subclass of Rosenthal compacta consisting of the com-

pacta that can be embedded in the intersection of the space B\(P) and the

Z-product 1(P) (this class contains all Gul'ko compacta of weight < 2W).

We prove (§4) that for such compacta the property c.c.c. implies separability.

This extends a result of Argyros and Negrepontis [AN]. We also show (§5) that

compacta from this class are hereditarily weakly 0-refinable. This answers a

question due to Gruenhage [Gr3].

2. Notation and terminology

Our terminology follows Engelking [En ] and Negrepontis [Ne]. We denote

by R the real line, by P the space of irrationals, by Q the space of rationals,

and by œ the set of natural numbers.

Given a set Y, we denote by Rr the Tychonoff product of the real line. The

Z-product of the real line is the subspace 1(Y) of the product 7?r consisting

of points with all but countably many coordinates equal to 0, and let cq(Y) =

{x e Rr:   for every e > 0 the set {y : \x(y)\ > e} is finite} c 1(Y).
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For a compact space K we denote by Cw (K) the Banach space of continuous

real-valued functions on K, endowed with the weak topology, and CP(K) is

the space of continuous functions on K , equipped with the pointwise topology.

Let X be a separable metrizable space. A function f:X—yR is of the

first Baire class iff f~x(U) is an FCT-set for every open U c R (cf. [Ku, §31]).

We denote by 7?» (X) the space of real-valued first Baire class functions on X

equipped with the topology of pointwise convergence. Bf(X) is the intersection

of the space BX(X) and 1(X).
A compact space K is called a Rosenthal compactum if K can be embedded

in the space B\ (P).
We will also consider the following classes of compact spaces: Corson (Eber-

lein) compacta, i.e., compact spaces that can be embedded in some 1(Y) (co(Y)).

The class of Eberlein compacta coincides with the class of weakly compact sub-

sets of Banach spaces (cf. [Ne]).

A compact space K is Gul'ko compact if the space CP(K) is countably
determined, i.e., the continuous image of a closed subset of the product of

some subset S of the irrationals P and a compact space (cf. [Ne]).

Each Eberlein compactum is Gul'ko, and every Gul'ko compactum is Corson

(see [Ne, Theorems 6.9, 6.10, and 6.23]). From a characterization of Gul'ko

compacta due to Mercourakis [Me, Theorem 3.1], it follows that every Gul'ko

compactum of the weight < 2W is Rosenthal (in fact, can be embedded in the

space Bf(P)).

3. Function spaces on Rosenthal compacta

Using the ideal similar as in [Go, Proof of Proposition 7] we shall prove the

following:

3.1. Theorem. Let K, L be compact spaces such that the space CP(L) is a

continuous image of the space CP(K). If K is a Rosenthal compactum then so

is L.

Proof. Without loss of generality we may assume that K c 73» (P) and

(*) 3x0 G P        VÄreTT       k(x0) = 1.

(If necessary we can take the second copy P' of the irrationals and extend all

functions from K over the discrete sum of P and P' by putting value 1 on

P>).
Let (p: CP(K) —> CP(L) be a continuous onto map.
For each finite sequence x\, ... ,xn of points of P we define a continuous

function gxi,...,x„'■ K —► R by the formula

gXi,...,Xn(k) = k(xx).k(x„)     fork eK.

Let A = {gX[,...,x„: x» , ... , x„ e P, « = 1,2,...}. The functions from

the set A separate the points of K, and, by (*), A contains the function

identically equal to 1 on K. Hence from the Stone-Weierstrass theorem it

follows that the set B = {Y,7=i a'Si '■ Qi € Q, g¡ e A , m — 1,2, ...} is dense
in the Banach space C(K), and consequently B is dense in the space CP(K).

Let T = {((?■ , ... , qm ,«•,... , nm): q, e Q, n, e co, n¡ > 1 , and m =
1,2,...}.

For every a eT, a = (qi , ... , qm , «■ , ... , nm) .let Y„ = P"' x • • • x P">» .
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Now, we define the space Y as a discrete sum of spaces Ya, for a e T.

Since the set T is countable, the space Y is homeomorphic to P.

We shall show that L is a Rosenthal compactum by constructing an embed-

ding of L into Bi(Y).
Let us define a map « : L —> RY by the formula

h(l)(y) = 9 \Y,Qigx<.x-\(l)

for / G L, y e Ya, a e T, a = (qx, ... , qm, nx, ... ,nm), and y =

((Xj , . .. , Xn¡ ) , ... , (X¡   , ... , x„m )) .

First, let us observe that h is continuous because <p \Y,?=i(Iigx<,...,x¡, ) e

Q(L). The fact that the set ^(73) is dense in CP(L) implies that « is one to

one. Hence « is a homeomorphic embedding, L being compact.

It remains to show that for fixed I e L the function /?(/)(•)• Y —> R is of

the first Baire class.

We shall consider a map u: CP(K) —> R defined by

u(f) = 9(f)(1)     for feCp(K).

Since CP(K) is a dense subset of the product RK by [Is, Corollary, p. 222], the

map u depends on countably many coordinates, i.e., there is a countable subset

S c K and a continuous map v : ns(Cp(K)) —> R such that u = v o ns\Cp(K),

where ns denotes the projection of 7?^ onto Rs . Let S = {kj : j e co} .

For every k e K we define a function k': Y —y R by the formula

m m

k'(y) = Y,(l'Sxl,...,x-i(k) = ^aMx¡).k(xni)     foryeYa, a eT,
¡=i i=i

a = (qx, ... ,qm,nx, ... ,nm),  and y = ((x,1, ..., xl\, ... ,(xf,... , x^)).

The functions /V are of the first Baire class. Hence, the diagonal map

Ajewk': Y ^Rs defined by

Aj€0)k'j(y)(kj) = k'j(y)     foryeY,  k} e S

is also of the first Baire class.

Finally, the equality

h(l)(y) = voAjewk'j(y)    foryeY

shows that «(/)(•) e BX(Y).

3.2. Remark. The special case of Theorem 3.1, for separable Rosenthal com-

pactum K and homeomorphic function spaces CP(K) and CP(L) was proved

in [Ma3, Theorem 3.5].
The assumption of compactness of the space L in Theorem 3.1 is essen-

tial because the spaces Cp([0, 1]) and CP(R) are homeomorphic, see [GKh,

Theorem 4].

The results analogous to Theorem 3.1 are also true for Eberlein, Gul'ko, and

Corson compacta (cf. [Ar, Corollaries 9 and 10]).
Theorem 3.1 will remain true if we replace the pointwise topology in the

function spaces by the weak topology.
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3.3. Theorem. Let K, L be compact spaces such that the space Cw(L) isa

continuous image of the space Cw(K) ■ If K is a Rosenthal compactum then L
is also.

Proof. The proof for the case of pointwise topology requires only slight mod-

ification. First, without loss of generality, we may additionally assume that

K c Bx (P) is uniformly bounded. Let BK denote the unit ball of the space
M(K) = C(K)* of Radon measures on K . We can consider Cw(K) as a linear

subspace of the product RBk .

Let K' = {k':Y ^ R:k e K} and -7C = {-k': k' e K'} (we adopt the
notation from the proof of Theorem 3.1). Because the set B is dense in the

Banach space C(K), we can identify the space Bk , endowed with the weak*

topology, with the closure of the convex hull of K' U -K' in the space BX(Y)

(cf. [Go, proof of Proposition 7]).

Now, using [Ma2, Lemma 4.1] we can factorize the map u: Cw(K) -* R

through the product Rs, for some countable set S c BK . It remains to observe

that for every p e S the map

y^p(y) = pr£/qigx,^x,j

for y e Ya, a e T, o = (qx, ... , qm, nx, ... , nm), and y = ((x\, ... ,xx„t),

... , (x[", ... , x¡Cm)) is of the first Baire class.

3.4. Remark. Theorem 3.3 extends the results of Godefroy [Go, Proposition

10] and the author [Ma3, Theorem 3.1].
For the classes of Eberlein and Gul'ko compacta, the results analogous to

Theorem 3.3 are also true. Under the assumption of the Martin's Axiom (MA)

and the negation of the continuum hypothesis (CH), one can also prove similar

result for Corson compacta, (cf. also [AMN2, Problem, p. 218]).

4. Separability and c.c.c

Let us recall that a topological space X satisfies the countable chain condi-

tion (c.c.c) if every family of pairwise disjoint nonempty open subsets of X is

countable.
We shall discuss the following question raised by Pol [Po, §4, Remark 3.4]

and Negrepontis [Ne, Problem 1.21]:

Let K be a c.c.c. Rosenthal compactum. Is K separable?

Since Rosental compacta are Fréchet topological spaces (cf. [BFT, Theorem

3F]), under [Ma -(-(-CH)] the answer to the above question is positive, see

[CN, p. 201] and [Ju, Corollary, p. 76]. Godefroy proved that if a Rosenthal
compactum K has a strictly positive (Radon) measure p (i.e., p(U) > 0 for

every nonempty open U in if), then K is separable (cf. [Go, Proposition

8]). Argyros and Negrepontis [AN] showed that c.c.c. Gul'ko compacta are

separable. Analogous statement for the class of Corson compacta is independent

of ZFC. Under [MA +(-CH)] all c.c.c. Corson compacta are separable (cf. [CN,

p. 205]). But, assuming [CH] there are many examples of nonseparable c.c.c.

Corson compacta even Corson compacta with a strictly positive measure (cf.

[AMN1, AMN2, CN, Ne]).
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We shall prove that for some subclass of Rosenthal compacta the answer to

Negrepontis and Pol's question is positive.

4.1. Theorem. 7/Tí is a compact c.c.c. subspace of the space Bf(P) then K

is separable.

Proof. Assume, toward contradiction, that K is nonseparable. Then there is

an e > 0 and an uncountable subset X c P such that for each p e X the set

Vp = {k e K: \k(p)\ > e} is nonempty.
For every finite subset A of X we define an open set VA = f]{Vp: p e A}.

We will consider the space X<w , of all nonempty finite subsets of X , equipped

with the Vietoris topology, hence X<0} is separable metrizable space (cf. [Ku,

§17,42)].
Let si = {AeX«°: VA¿0}.
The following definition plays a crucial role in the proof:

We say that the set A e s¡? satisfies property (*) iff for every open neighbor-

hood U of A in the space X<w there is an uncountable family 38 c sf n U

such that
(i) V73 , C e 38   (B ¿ C => B n C = 0) and
(ii) VieJu^s^.
We need the following
Claim. There is a countable subset Y c X such that for every A e s¡f ,

disjoint from Y , A satisfies (*).

Suppose converse, then, by the transfinite induction we can construct an

uncountable disjoint subfamily 38 c sé such that every A e 38 does not

satisfy (*). Let % be a countable base for X<w . For every Ae38 there is a

neighborhood UA e % of A such that

(1) the set {73 e 38 : B e UA and 73 U A e sé) is countable.

For some U el/ the family W — {A e 38: UA = U} is countable. Now, using

(1) we can choose by transfinite induction an uncountable subfamily 3) c fê

such that for every A, B e 3! if A ¿ B then A U 73 f sé . Then the family
{VA: A e 3} is an uncountable family of nonempty pairwise disjoint open

subset of K, which contradicts the c.c.c. property of K .

Using the claim one can easily construct, by induction, a sequence (A„)„€a),

An e s/ , satisfying the following conditions for every new.

(a) An n Y = 0 ,

(b) An c An+X  (hence VAn d VAn+l),

(c) A„ is «"'-dense in itself, i.e., \fp e A„3q e An   (p ^ q and dist(/>, q)

<«-').

Then the set S = \J{A„ : n e co} is dense in itself, and f){cl VAn : « e a>} / 0 .

If k € Hid VAn:ne co} then \k(p)\ > e for all p e S. But for every k e B\Ù)(P)
the set {p e P: \k(p)\ > e} is a countable Gg-set in P, hence scattered—a
contradiction.

4.2. Remark. Theorem 4.1 extends the result of Argyros and Negrepontis con-

cerning Gul'ko Compacta [AN] since each Gul'ko compactum of weight < 2W

can be embedded in Bf(P) (see §2), and c.c.c. compacta of countable tight

have weight < 2W (cf. [Ho, Theorems 6.2 and 7.13]). However Gul'ko com-

pacta possess a stronger property: Gruenhage [Gr3] and Leiderman [Le] proved
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that Gul'ko compacta have dense G¡ metrizable subsets. This result cannot be

generalized for Corson compacta, Todercevic [To, Theorem 9.14] constructed

(in ZFC) an example of a Corson compactum with no dense metrizable sub-

space. So it is natural to ask whether Rosenthal compacta have dense metriz-

able subspaces. Let us notice that Bourgain [Bo] showed that each Rosenthal

compactum has a dense subspace consisting of points with countable base of

neighborhoods.

5. Covering property

In this section we shall show the following:

5.1. Theorem. Every compact subset K of the space Bf(P) is hereditarily

weakly 6-refinable.

First, let us recall some definitions and make few comments. A topological

space X is weakly ö-refinable if every open cover of X has an open refinement

í¿ = IJ{^«: n € co} such that for every x e X there is an « e co such that

0 < ord(x, í¿n) < co. The space X is meta-Lindelöf (a-metacompact) if every

open cover of X has a point-countable (ff-point-finite) open refinement (cf.

[Bu]).
Yakovlev [Ya] proved that Corson compacta are hereditarily meta-Lindelöf

and Eberlein compacta are hereditarily a-metacompact. Gruenhage [Grl]

showed that for compact spaces K, the property that K2 is hereditarily meta-

Lindelöf ((T-metacompact) characterizes Corson (Eberlein) compacta. Gruen-

hage [Gr3] also proved that Gul'ko compact spaces are hereditarily weakly Ö-

refinable and gave an example of a Corson compactum without this property

(cf. [Gr2]). In [Gr3] he asked a question if the property that K2 is hereditarily

weakly ö-refinable characterizes Gul'ko compacta within the class of Corson

compacta K . Theorem 5.1 gives a negative answer to this question, since there

are examples of compact subsets of Bf(P) that are not Gul'ko compacta (see
[AP, Mai, AMN2, Me, Le]). We do not know if all Rosenthal compacta are

hereditarily weakly ö-refinale. Gardner [Ga] showed that every compact hered-

itarily weakly ö-refinable space K with no discrete subspace of measurable

cardinality is Radon, i.e., every Borel measure on K is regular. Hence Theo-

rem 5.1 has the following

5.2. Corollary. Compact subspaces of the space Bf(P) that do not contain

discrete subsets of measurable cardinality are Radon.

Before we start the proof of Theorem 5.1 we shall show the following tech-

nical lemma.

5.3. Lemma. Let K c 1(Y) be a Corson compactum such that 0 e K and 'V

be a family of basic neighborhoods off) in K, i.e., for every V e'V there is a

finite sequence y\ , ... ,y^v eY andan ev > 0 such that V = {f e K : |/(j>")| <

ev for i = 1 ,...,«„} . Then there exists a countable subfamily W c W such

that U W = U y ■

Proof. Without loss of generality we may assume that there is an « > 1 and

£ > 0 such that «„ = « and ev = e for all V e'V .

We can prove the existence of subfamily W by induction on « . For « =
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1, if \W\ > co then 2^ covers K since K c 1(Y). Hence we can apply

compactness of K.
Now let us assume that the lemma holds for « - 1 where « > 1. We shall

consider two cases:

Io. There is an uncountable subfamily "V® c "V such that for distinct

V, W e T, the sets {y\, ... , yvn] and {}f,..., }f} are disjoint. Then

K — (J 2^° and we can again use compactness of K .

2°. There is a countable set A c Y such that for all V e "V, {y\ , ... ,yvn}C\

A±0. Let A = {y0,yx,...} and V¡ = {V e ^ : y,<e {y\ , ... , yvn}}.

For every i, k e co, k > e~x, we define a Corson compactum

Li,k = {f\r-{7i}: \f(yt)\ < e-k~x} C 1(Y- {7i}).

Next, for each   V e % we take  V¡ k = {f e L¡ k: \f(y)\ < e  for y e

{r?,...,tf}\to}}.
Now we can apply the inductive hypothesis for compactum Lik and the

family ^ k = {V¡ k: V e ^¡} and obtain a countable subfamily W¡ k c 2^ ¿

suchthat U3^,/t «U^.fe-
Finally, as a countable subcover of (JW we can take {V: Vik eWik , i,

k e co, k > e~1} .

Proof of Theorem 5.1. Let K c Bf(P) be compact. It is enough to show that

any open subset A of K is weakly ö-refinable. Let ^ be an open cover of A .

We choose a base (Wn)new of the space 7? - {0} such that 0 £ cl JF„ for

all new. We may assume that for every Í7 € ^ there exist /?■ , ... ,pk,

qx, ... , q¡ e P, m , mx, ... , mk e co, m > 1 such that

U = {feK:Vj<l,  \f(qj)\<m-x}     or

U = {fsK:Vi<k, f(Pl) e Wm¡and V; < /,  |/(^)| < m"1}.

First we shall simplify the form of sets U . For every mx, ... , mk e co let

Z = {(xi, ... , xk) e Rk : 3 i < k , x,• = 0} and let #>„,,.m|. : 7?fc —► [0, co) be

a continuous function such that ç»m,,...,m,(Z) = {0} and (Pm\t,„ymk((l, oo)) =

lFmi x • •■ x H^ . Now let 5 bea discrete sum of P and all products Pmx x

■ ■ • x Fm^ for mx, ... , mk e co, where each space Fm, is a topological copy of

the irrationals P. The space S is homeomorphic to P.

For every f e K we define a map f: S —y R in such a way that f'\P = f

and /'|Fa/, x • • • x Pm, = pm| ,...,„,, o (/ x • • • x /).

One can easily check that the space L = {/':/ e K} is a subspace of Blw(S),

which can be identified with K .
For U e %, let U' = {f: fe U} and W = {U1 : U e 1¿) . Now, for every

U' e W there exist su , q", ... , q" e S and m e co, m > 1 such that

U' = {g£L:Vj<l,  \figj)\<m-i}     or

C/' = U e L: g(su) > 1 and Vj < I,  \f{qj)\ < m~1} .

Let í¿¿ be the family of sets U' of the first form and %[ consists of (7"s

of the second form.

By Lemma 5.3 there is a countable subfamily ^0" = {U¿ ¡: i € co) C ^0' with

For each 5 e {su: U e %f[), let Ws = {IP e 1¿[\ su = s}. Applying Lemma

5.3 for the sets Ls<k = {g\S-{s}: geL, g(s) >l+k~x) for k = 1,2, ... ,
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we can find a countable subfamily 2C," c %'s   such that |J Í¿¡! = U Ws .   Let

K = {C^'.o. ^.i » • ••} and let (Yn)new be a base of S.

We shall define the weak ö-refinement W of ït' in the following way:

TnJ = {U's,l:seYn}\j{Uo\j}    and    ^ = IJi^,,: «, / e w}.

Let g e U [/{. The set F = {5 e S: g(s) > 1} is a countable Gô in S,
hence scattered.

For a > cox let us denote by F(q) the ath derived set of T, see [Ku, §24. IV].

If s eT let as < 0)1 be such that 5 e r<Qs» \ r(ai+l>. We choose s0 e T such

that there is an ¿o e co with g e U¡g f and ai0 is minimal. Suppose that for

all n e co such that so e Yn , ord(g, %i,k) > &>• Then for all « with s e Yn

the set {s e T nYn: g e U's ,o} is infinite, which contradicts the minimality of
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